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Technical Summary

The index closed at 7631 points.

General Trend/Daily: The Saudi market index
failed to hold above the previous bottom around
7600 points due to the negative expectations for
Q3-19 earnings, and in anticipation of Saudi
Aramco IPO. Furthermore, we see a possibility for
continued decline, as the market started to give
potential signals for a continued decline after
breaking below the previous low at 7600 points
(exhibited in the chart), where we expect the
index to continue its bearish trend towards
completing the last corrective wave (C) as
indicated on the chart. The short term outlook
remains cautious until the index reaches the 7300
points level.

As the index failed to hold above its important
weekly averages, while forming a negative overlap
of the simple weekly averages SMA (10,20),
which in turn rises the caution level if it continues
to levels below 7600 points.

Forecasts: The outlook tends to be cautious in the
near term as the index’s trades below 7600
points, and we expect that moving below may
push the index towards the most prominent
support levels at 7300 points. The most
prominent resistance levels remain at 7800 –
7950 points consecutively, We also expect the
start of the positive scenario of the index requires
a weekly close above 8190 points.

Tadawul Index\Daily: Signs of caution continue to dominate the movement of the Saudi market

index. We expect an end to the current correction at 7300 points, which is the most important

support level for the current period.

15 October 2019

Monthly Technical Report 

RSI

Breaking Key Support Levels at 7630 points

Bearish Divergence 
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Technical Summary

The index closed at 8028 points during SEP.

General Trend/Monthly: The Saudi market
index failed to hold above the most prominent
support levels at 7850 points in early October,
as it broke below the most important monthly
averages. Moreover, most of the technical
indicators are still cautious and prepare for
correction that could target 7,350 points. If the
Index was able to achieve a monthly close
above 7850 point, we see it as a sign for the
end of negativity.

The index continued its negative trend below
the most important monthly SMA averages
(10,20), for the third month in a row.

As evident from the monthly RSI, the continued
negative trend below the 50 points level, at
which the movement would continue in the
medium term.

Forecasts: The medium term outlook continue

to be cautious in light of the negativity of most

technical indicators and the failure to

consolidate above 7850 points level, while the

most important subsequent monthly support

remain at 7350 - 6900 points. The prominent

resistance levels remain at 7850 – 8450 points

consecutively.

Tadawul Index \Monthly: Signs of weakness dominate the technical indexes on the medium term

with the absence of incentives to support the market movement, where we expect that any monthly

close below 7850 levels raise the level of pressure on the index to achieve new downside levels

for the coming period.

15 October 2019

Monthly Technical Report 

RSI

Continued negative movement for the monthly index 

Breaking the most important monthly 
averages

Breaking the main support area at
7850 points

Negative intersection of averages
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Technical Summary

The index closed at 6930 points.

General Trend/Daily: The sector failed to

maintain movement within the technical pattern

exhibited in the chart (Symmetrical triangle)

which started in May 2019, due to lower that

expected 2Q19 results for the banking sector, as

well as the expected slower growth for the sector

in sync with lower interest rates. If the Feds

continue to lower US interest rates at a faster

pace, it could add pressures to margins during the

second half of 2019.

The daily RSI maintained the bearish trend below
the 30 point levels, which is expected to maintain
pressures over the near term.

The banking sector continues to move below its

weekly moving averages SMA (10,20), which

could contribute to maintaining the bearish trend.

Forecasts: The general outlook is “Cautious” in

light of the current technical indicators, where the

sector index could test support levels at 6800 -

6670 points. The most important resistance levels

remain at 7060 – 7200 points, respectively.

Banks Sector / Daily: Sell off pressures overhang the Saudi banks sector performance after

breaking the technical pattern for the daily movement. The bearish movement is expected to

target the later support level at 6670 points.

15 October 2019

Monthly Technical Report 

Horizontal path 

Negative Divergence 

Overselling

Breaking the Technical pattern

Negative Divergence 
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Technical Summary

The index closed at 4740 points.

General Trend/Daily: The basic materials index

continue its major correction move below its

daily averages. The index failed to hold around

the main support levels at 4750 points due to

decline of crude prices and the negative results

of petrochemical companies in the last period.

We expect the index to fail consolidating above

4750 points, which could be followed by a

bearish trend targeting 4650 points initially.

On the monthly movement, the Basic
Materials index is still moving below the
monthly SMA (10, 20) for the sixth consecutive
month, which could contribute to maintaining
pressure on the sector’s index during the
upcoming short period.

Forecasts: The general outlook seems to be

cautious with trading below 4750 points, as it is

likely that staying below the mentioned area

may signal the completion of the bearish wave

to 4650 - 4520 points. The most important

resistance levels remain at 4850– 5024points.

SMP sector/daily: The basic materials sector index failed to maintain the previous lows after

the negative performance of companies during Q2-19. The sector index could be heading to test

the 4650 point initially.

15 October 2019

Monthly Technical Report 

RSI

Breaking the major trend 

Breaking the previous 
bottom

Negative movement below daily 
averages 
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Technical Summary

The index closed at US$ 59.25 per barrel.

General Trend/weekly: the Brent index

managed to reverse its bearish trend after hitting

the USD 57, which represents 50% of Fibonacci

(see chart) from the last main bullish wave.

Brent is still moving to complete the last three of

the bearish correctional wave (ABC) which is

expected to achieve at least $ 50 a barrel if it

breaks levels of $ 57 a barrel.

The index continues its negative movement

below its most important weekly averages SMA

(10,20), which raises the pressure levels on the

Brent movement in the coming period.

As evident by the monthly RSI, the bearish

move continues below the levels of 50 points ,

which is expected to continue the bearish

momentum on the mid-term.

Forecasts: In the light of the current technical

indicators, it is expected that the bullish moves

may be short term and will not stabilize above

USD 64 levels, from which we expect it to drop

again. The short term support levels remain

between USD 57.0 – 50.0 per barrel, While the

main resistance levels remain at US$ 62.0 –

64.0 per barrel.

Brent: Brent is still moving below its most important weekly averages, with expected short term

bearish ticks towards the 57 - 50 levels in light of the current pressure in the fundamentals of

oil markets, where levels of $ 57 / barrel is the most important technical support areas.

15 October 2019

Monthly Technical Report 

The main current support levels 
USD 57 per barrel
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Technical Summary

The index closed at US$ 1496 per ounce.

General Trend/weekly: the gold index managed
to surpass the mentioned technical pattern on the
chart (symmetrical triangle) at $ 1350 areas, due
to the global economic developments and
concerns of the global slowdown and the
escalation of the trade war between the United
States and China. Gold is still moving to complete
the major bullish trend which is expected to
achieve at least 200% Fibonacci levels from the
last bearish trend. We expect profit-taking to
continue, including a return to the upside move,
which could reach 1625 USD/ounce.

The gold index failed to consolidate above its
most important weekly averages SMA (10), which
indicates continued profit-taking in the coming
period.

As evidenced by the weekly RSI, a break of 70
points levels is expected to maintain the bearish
momentum in the short term.

Forecasts: In the light of the current technical

indicators, It is expected to start profit-taking

slightly towards 1460 - 1435 USD/ounce. We

expect gold to return later to resume short bullish

moves if it consolidation above the area of USD

1531. Where the most important resistance levels

remain between 1570 - 1625 USD/ounce.

Gold: Gold continues the bullish movement, as we expect stability again above areas of $ 1531

could support the bullish trend at areas of $ 1625 / ounce in light of the current pressures on

the global economy and the trade war.

15 October 2019

Monthly Technical Report 

Technical model break
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